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  In the early 70’s, psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott coined the term “potential space” when he identified an interim region of experience located between fantasy and reality. This area is a “transitional space” that takes place between subjective experiences related to a sense of control over the surroundings and the objective conditions that are forced on it. In similar fashion, the architectural studio functions as a space of this type, residing between internal imagination and external reality in which personal, interpersonal and group processes take place.

  We ask how creative processes can be promoted within the architectural studio based on the comprehension that it functions as a transitional space.

  For over two decades of serving as a supervisor in an architectural studio, I can see how flexible transition between fantasy and reality allows students to handle complex design and planning issues in a creative manner. In the studio, the students are in an exposed,
vulnerable state, mainly due to their emotional involvement in their work and the fact it is under constant criticism. Therefore, surroundings that facilitate playing options, in our studio allows them to appeal basic personal issues of identity and belonging and deal freely with intimate territories. The students lead a rich and intuitive evolutionary process reflecting the dialectics between freedom and control by generating series of “action models” that may also be referred as “transitional objects”. They are required to make decisions, determine strategy and create stipulations when defining spatial characteristics and conditions that are concrete expressions of “transitional phenomena” enabling a dialectic process of unity and separation to be generated and preserved.

Such experiences enable each student to work as a "Homo Ludens" and reinforce his sense of self-confidence to act in an independent and creative manner, leave his familiar surroundings, cope and challenge himself with new issues.
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